FASTdocs
Cloud-Based Content Management Solution Built for Financial Institutions Turns Data into Actionable Intelligence
FASTdocs, a flexible, scalable and fully automated
enterprise content management (ECM) and enterprise
information management (EIM) solution, was built
from best practices, specifically for the financial services
market. By enabling banks and credit unions of all sizes
and footprints to take control of their enterprise data,
FASTdocs turns information into actionable business
intelligence that yields insights into market trends and
drives smarter programs.
• Eliminate manual steps with automated workflows
• Digitize all types of documents, regardless of format,
source or file type
• Holistic view of all associated accountholder
information, with simple search and retrieval
• Support audit and compliance requirements
• Integrates with Alogent’s digital ecosystem
• 24/7 accountholder accessibility through a selfservice portal

SIMPLIFY AND STREAMLINE
Streamline business processes with customizable,
automated workflows. Gain the flexibility to maximize
efficiencies, as well as the ability to automatically
digitize documents, regardless of the format, source
or file-type. By centralizing all critical information in
digital format, FASTdocs mitigates compliance risks,
speeds search and retrieval, and eliminates the need
for costly paper document creation, management,
and archiving.
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FLEXIBILITY THAT TRANSLATES INTO
EFFICIENCY & CONVENIENCE
FASTdocs removes roadblocks to growth with
versatile deployment options, including on-premise,
and full-service hosting options in the Alogent Cloud.
Gain effortless scalability that removes the need for
in-house hardware and specialized IT staff, leaving the
heavy lifting to us.
An easy-to-learn browser based front-end further
reduces hardware overhead, synchronizes software
updates at the enterprise level, and ensures consistency
across user workstations to deliver maximum value.
FASTdocs also provides employees with a full-scope
view at both the individual, account and collateral
levels that increases speed and accuracy of service,
while a self-service web portal empowers customers
and members to do business when and where
they prefer.

